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by Bob Galen, CSC

As the agile methods have matured, things that at one point were ill 
defined or not addressed at all have begun to be covered.  I remember 
in 2007-2008, the role of the Product Owner was hardly covered in the 
available agile books or on-line. Yes, there were a few references, but in 
general nobody was talking about the nuance of actually being a 
Product Owner in the real world. Teams were left on their own to figure 

things out.  Fast-forward to today and the Product Owner role is very well referenced and 

described.  Of course it’s still challenging, but there’s a great deal of solid guidance.

But now there are other challenges in the agile space (imagine that).  How to conduct emergent 
architecture and U/X design is something that teams are currently struggling with; as-is the 
ongoing challenge of successfully scaling agility within larger organizations.

Another area that has been a struggle is assessing team performance.  There are a wide variety 
of certifications that have emerged within the community, but nobody has really tackled the 
notion of a mechanism or framework for assessing and guiding the evolution of agile teams.  
Sure, there have been a few early and not very well know attempts, but in general, we’ve been 
skirting the development of agile assessments. 

Why you might ask?

First, because it’s hard to define a fair and healthy assessment vehicle—one that provides a 
balanced amount of feedback for each team to learn and adjust from. Another factor is that I 
believe we’re afraid to do it.  Agility can be a fragile thing and achieving team self-direction 
needs care and feeding to effectively mature.  Assessment data can help a team improve, but it 
might also drive poor behaviors. Examples would include internal competition, or the 
undermining of trust which can drive behaviors back to pre-agile patterns.



Beyond that though, I think we’re afraid to put assessment in the hands of 
organizational management. Worrying that they will somehow use the data against 
the team or drive measurement dysfunction, or, (gasp!), use it for performance 
evaluations.

I think for all of these reasons and more, we’ve avoided implementing, 
recommending, and actually using assessment models and guidance.  Well, finally 
someone has the courage and the wherewithal to introduce a model to the agile 
community that has some real world usage behind it. In addition, the courage to 
put it “out there” with the requisite guidance, examples and trust that the agile 
community will apply it to “DO GOOD”.

I’ve known AgileBill Krebs for a number of years. Our joke is that we live close to 
each other in North Carolina,literally within 1 mile, but we only see each other at 
local and national agile events.  Bill is an active agile coach at AllScripts and has 
been using these assessment tools with his own teams for several years.  He also 
has deep agile experience at IBM, where he had also worked since 2002 on Agile 
metrics.

I mention that because so many folks recommend models that they haven’t 
actually tried.  That are simply theoretical and not hardened in the real world. That 
is not Bill’s style.  He is relentless in applying his experience, fine-tuning it within 
his teams, and then having the courage to share it in the community. And he 
shares it to do good; ultimately trying to help us coach our agile teams to 
improved performance that achieves the wonderful performance, quality, and 
organizational improvement goals of agility.

So I heartily encourage you to read the Agile Journey Index and then apply these 
assessment principles and recommendations within your teams. 

Blindly and hoping for a silver bullet result? I surely hope not!

Instead with wisdom, care, and a situational mindset all focused towards helping 
yourself, your teams, and your organization…continuously improve along your 
Agile Journey.

Stay agile my friends…

Bob Galen, CSC.
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Chapter 1

Intro

How do we know how our teams are progressing in 
their agile adoption?  As a team member, how do 
we know what practices to consider to balance our 
deployment of agile?  We don’t want a “score card” 
that will artificially motivate teams.  We want a guide 
to let teams decide for themselves what their next 
step should be.  This book shows how help teams 
evaluate their agile adoption progress.  Along the 
way, it also teaches the highlights/major aspects of 
agile.

We wish you well in taking the best/most optimal 
path for your business in your own journey.



“Agile” refers to a family of project management methods.  Originally designed for 
using in creating software, it has now expanded to serve on other kinds of 
projects.

Though there are now many agile methods, they all share a focus on feedback.  
While still having an overall plan, they also include more detailed slices. The 

Section 1

KEY POINTS

1. Agile is an umbrella term for several project 
management methods (like Scrum, DSDM, 
etc.).  Agile can include technical practices 
such as paired-programming, for software 
projects (the original use of this 
methodology) or in its simpler forms, it can 
even be applied to non-software projects.

2. All agile methods feature time-boxed 
iterations, usually of two weeks (see Sprint 
Calendar).  The plan is updated and work  
is completed in small batches of high 
quality.  The results are demo’d to obtain 
feedback, and the process is reviewed for 
improvements (the “Retro” or 
retrospective).

What is Agile?
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purpose of these slices is to get feedback on the product (and 
process) while there is still time to change things.

Scrum,the most popular method, calls these ‘Sprints’, and they 
are often two weeks in length. These two weeks contain activities 
such as 

Prioritization

Analysis

Estimating

Planning

Engineering

A short daily meeting (Standup Meeting)

Demo, or sprint review

Retrospective.

Each 2 week iteration, or sprint, will achieve high quality.  But it 
will take several iterations to complete the features destined for a 
product release.

Agile methods commonly support the goals found in the Agile 
Manifesto written in 2001, and reaffirmed in 2011.  This can be 
found at http://www.agilemanifesto.org.
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Goal

I remember in 2001 when Agile was new.   It was exciting to find those rare early 
books devoted to it.  Then they became a series, then another series, then blogs, 
magazines, webinars, conferences.    As a new agile team member, where do we 
start?   As a seasoned Agilista, where can I yet improve?  How do I know how my 
team or organization is doing in their adoption of agile methods?

Approach for creating the Agile Journey Index

1. Define a set of practices and criteria which fit on one page.

2. Categorize these practices into 3 major sections: Plan, Do, and Feedback.

3. Leave room for customization.  (Encourage the reader to consider the criteria 
presented here and leverage the criteria an examples of a “Framework” or a 
standard place to start. The specifics can be adapted by agile coaches for their 
organization’s needs.)

About the scale - Numerical Scoring

1. Rate a team's use of each practice from 1 to 10.  10 is always best.

Section 2

AT A GLANCE

ConceptsConcepts

1 - 10 Scored on a wide 1 to 10 scale

Guide Include specific guidance for each 
score for each question

1 Fit on one page

Group Organize questions into groups

Custom Allow customization by coaches

Map It’s not a scorecard.  It’s roadmap 
for improvement

The Concept Behind the Index
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2. Numerical rating has criteria associated with it - to get a perfect 10, you do x,y,and z.

3. Require lower level criteria be met before the higher ones may be earned.  You can't get a 7 if you have not fulfilled the criteria for a 5.  
Useful note:  This means it is not necessary to review all possible answers (1-10) before selecting a score.  It’s a binary search, like going 
to the eye doctor.  “Do you use the 3 Cs of user stories?”  If not, stop there.  Wideband delphi like planning poker may not be necessary 
(and may take extra time).  Try to get the initial gut feel from the project manager (or ScrumMaster) and listen for reaction from other 
observers on the team.

4. For all questions, use '1' to mean the practice is not present.

5. For all questions, use '10' to mean the practice fills all criteria as in the score of 9, but has additionally been reviewed by a peer.  This is 
intended to encourage sharing of knowledge between teams.   Usually an Agile Coach would review the practices with a project 
manager or team.  To earn a 10, a peer must come along as well.

6. Use odd numbers first - 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. These numbers line up with the criteria specified in this book.  Again, 10 is reserved for perfection 
and peer review.  You can use even numbers (2,4, 6, 8) if you find it useful to show some progress between two levels or a trend of 
decline.   The wide range of 1 to 10 helps separate data with more granularity than a 1-5 Likert scale which is used in psychology and 
often in surveys.

Each revision of the Agile Journey Index will include a version identifier.  If versions of the index change substantially, you will not be able 
to compare the averages between the two indexes.  The format for the version is Year.Month.letter; example: 12.11.A.

To make sure the Index fits on one page, compact descriptions, acronyms and abbreviations have been used for the criteria descriptions. 
 The text in this book will fully explain the meaning of each practice and each criteria.

The responses are given in priority order.  So the ordering of the levels is important.  This ordering provides a visual way for the coach to 
show you that one has to master these aspects of a practice before advancing to other nuances/levels.

Notes should be made during an assessment.  List the assessment date, the name of the team, and the names of the interviewer and lead 
interviewee.  Save numbers from previous assessments so trends can be examined.
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In the following chapters on each of the 3 categories of practices, we will define the practice and the sub criteria, explain why they are 
important, and point to other works for further reference.  The appendix has example data from actual teams.

Agile Project Management and many of these techniques are useful beyond software projects.  In some cases we refer to code or 
software but we try to avoid it when it is not specifically related to software.
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Agile is more than the sum of its individual practices.  The essence 
of the values of Agile are hard to capture in a numerical assessment, 
but perhaps that is not it’s purpose.  Yet most of what we do needs 
to remain rooted in the values behind our methodologies.  So as we 
look for excellence in our adoption of chosen practices we will 
remember in the back of our minds why the practice evolved from 
the values of Agile.  The Agile Journey assessment touches on 
values indirectly.  It’s inquiry into practices is more visible, but not 
more important.

The assessment looks at 19 key practices and divides them into 3 
categories for viewing.

• Plan

• Do

• Feedback

(That may sound familiar to those who have read about Dr. W. 
Edwards Deming’s and Dr. Walter Shewhart’s “Plan, Do, Check, Act” 

Section 3

KEY POINTS

CategoriesCategories

Rq Requirements

Pm Project Management

Qa Quality

Ns Next Steps (Leadership and 
Transition)

Categories

10
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cycle.  Later, Dr. Deming asked if ‘Study’ is a better 
word than ‘Check’.  Why do you feel he wished for that 
change?

Those who have studied Lean Six Sigma may 
recognize some similar ideas in DMAIC.  What does 
DMAIC stand for?  (hint - ‘M’ stands for Measure, and 
‘I’ stands for improve)).

There are also four lenses used to award badges to 
teams who have done a superior job in adopting 
practices.  These categories match our Agile training 
curricula and include Requirements, Project 
Management, quality, and Leadership / Next Steps.
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Chapter 2

Category 1 - 
Plan

The first category is planning.  It collects all the 
practices related to envisioning the product and 
planning it’s implementation.



Most agile teams use User Stories to express their requirements.  This is in 
contrast to some teams that use Use Cases, which tend to be longer and require 
more specification of the user interface. They also show alternate paths.  But User 
Stories have the advantage of brevity up front, and capture the detail closer to the 
time of implementation, ideally in the form of executable acceptance tests. 
 Delaying the detail allows better results because more is known of the system and 
changing market when the stories are written.

Scoring

3 5 7 9

User Stories Have 3 C’s, RGB INVEST Sized well

Any form of stories

User Stories in Any FormUser Stories in Any FormUser Stories in Any FormUser Stories in Any Form

3 - - -

 The "3 C's" are from Ron Jeffries work on User Stories and stand for 'Card', 
'Conversation' and 'Confirmation'.  The Card is a one sentence expression of the 

Section 1

LEVELS

User StoriesUser Stories

1 No formal requirements 
structure

3 Have

5
Card, Conversation, 
Confirmation.
Role, Goal, Benefit

7
Independent, Negotiable, 
Valuable, Estimatable, Small, 
Testable

9 Sized well

User Stories
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requirement.  Historically these were done on front of 3" x 5" 
cards.  But they are only a ticket to a future conversation.  For the 
conversation, the business analyst and perhaps a tester discuss 
the card with a stakeholder.  The minds working together may 
evolve a better requirement than any could do on their own.  The 
bottom line pass / fail results are recorded on the 'back' of the 
card as a 'confirmation' or 'acceptance test'.  Today the work is 
stored in electronic applications, but the metaphor of the 3" x 5" 
card is still helpful to remember the front and back of the card, 
and understand how much to write before splitting the story into 
something smaller for easier project management.

Card, Conversation, Confirmation.  Role, Goal, Benefit

Have 3 C’s and R G BHave 3 C’s and R G BHave 3 C’s and R G BHave 3 C’s and R G B

5 - -

This stands for "Role, Goal, Benefit" and comprise the 3 parts of 
the 'card' element of the user story.  Example: As a surgeon I can 
review my patient's medication so I do not prescribe conflicting 
drugs.  It is useful be cause it connects the user with the 
requirement. The same function may have different paths or 
aspects for different stakeholders.

INVEST

InvestInvestInvestInvest

7 -

This acronym is from Bill Wake's work.  It stands for 
'Independent, Negotiable, Valuable, Estimable, Small, and 
Testable.  It is a useful shorthand to remember the criteria for well 
written user stories.

Sized Well

Sized WellSized WellSized WellSized Well

9

Stories should be small enough to fit several for each developer 
into one iteration.  For example, a team of 4 developers and 3 
testers may want to produce 10 stories in an iteration.   Stories 
that require 13 person days or less of effort assist that goal. 
 Many stories should be in the 1, 2, 3, or 5 person day range.

For more information see:
• Cohn, M. (2004). User stories applied: For agile software 

development. Addison-Wesley Professional. 
This book us great because it is a concise treatment of stories, 
and also gives an overview of the Agile context.
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• Pugh, K. (2010, December 22). Lean-Agile Acceptance Test-
Driven-Development. Pearson Education.

• Bill Wake's article on INVEST: http://xp123.com/articles/invest-
in-good-stories-and-smart-tasks

• Cockburn, A. (2001, February). Writing effective use cases (Vol. 
1). Reading: Addison-Wesley. 
This book gives you a view of a contrasting technique
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The product backlog is key in Scrum.  It is a prioritized list of features.  This usually 
includes new work, but can also include defects reported by customers or meta 
stories such as catching up on neglected test automation.  The team pulls work 
from this queue when they are ready for more.  Adjusting the priority of the list can 
determine the course of the project.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Product 
Backlog Visible Prioritized Enough 

Estimated Updated

Have a backlog that is visible to team members

VisibleVisibleVisibleVisible

3 - - -

Some team members have never seen their product backlog.  Before agile is 
adopted they are simply assigned work one requirement at a time.  With Agile the 
culture of transparency guides teams into making the entire backlog visible at all 
times.

Prioritized

Section 2

LEVELS

Product BacklogProduct Backlog

1 We don’t have one

3 Visible

5 Prioritized

7 Estimated

9 Updated

Product Backlog
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PrioritizedPrioritizedPrioritizedPrioritized

5 - -

Having all items in the backlog shown in priority order at all times 
is key to the operation of the Scrum style of Agile Project 
Management as well as Kanban.  Teams will do the most 
important things first (in terms of business value to their 
customers).  It is not useful to do lots of easy stuff first.  In some 
cases the product owner and team may agree something of 
architectural significance, or something that drives out risk can be 
given a boost in priority. 

Enough Items are Estimated

Enough EstimatedEnough EstimatedEnough EstimatedEnough Estimated

7 -

preparation for release planning, the product backlog should be 
estimated.  But this may include many items.  What is important 
is that the team estimates enough so they have prioritized 
estimated items to chose from for the release plan.  Some of the 
lowest priority items may not if they are large, so it is good to 
have a few more estimated that may be lower prioirty but are 
smaller in size or complexity.  That allows these small stories to fill 
in the space left by a larger low priority story that will have to wait 
until the next release.  It is nice to have all requirements 
estimated, but if the team finds it stressful to do the entire list, 

120% of a release’s capacity is fine.  In fact, more than that may 
lead to stale estimates by the time they are used in planning the 
next release,

Up to Date

UpdatedUpdatedUpdatedUpdated

9

When new requirements or stories arrive from the marketplace, 
the product owner should add these into the total product 
backlog soon (within a couple of days).

For more information see:
• Cohn, M. (2004). User stories applied: For agile software 
development. Addison-Wesley Professional.

• Galen, Bob. (2009). SCRUM Product Ownership -- Balancing 
Value From the Inside Out 
  This is one of the few books that focuses on the work of the 
Product Owner role in Scrum.

• Hohmann, L. (2007). Innovation games. Addison Wesley. 
(Innovation Games (R) is a trademark of the Innovation Games 
company.) 
Of the 12 techniques listed in this book  3 are quite useful for 
prioritization: Buy a Feature, 20/20, and Prune the Product Tree
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A Word on PrioritizationA Word on Prioritization

AgileBill Krebs, Agile Coach

I find some of the Innovation Games (R) techniques to be a 
disciplined way to prioritize requirements.  The three that are most 
useful are ‘Buy a Feature’, ‘20/20’, and ‘Prune the Product Tree’.

Buy a feature gives participants money.  They can pool their 
resources together to buy some of the listed requirements.  However, 
there is not enough money to buy all of them.  The requirements or 
stories that have enough money were proven to be important.  The 
ones that received no money were not.

’20/20’ works like a visit to the eye doctor.  Compare each story in a 
small list one pair at a time.  Ask which is more important and move 
that item up the list.  This is the bubble sort algorithm from computer 
science.  This method gets tedious for large lists, so it is not the tool 
to chose for prioritizing the entire product backlog.  But it does a 
quick and fine job of breaking ties in a list of 10 to 20 items, which 
important for the stack ranking required in agile backlogs.

‘Prune the Product Tree’ helps when you have too many stories and 
need to shrink the list.   Teams add requirements graphically to a 
metaphor of a tree. Critical items are placed closer to the trunk of the 
tree.  Less important items are placed at the leaves.  Participants can 
move each other’s items to vote on priorities.  This collaborative 
approach works well to stimulate discussion.

See http://www.innovationgames.com for online tools to assist with 
these prioritization activities.

I find some of the Innovation Games (R) techniques to be a 
disciplined way to prioritize requirements.  The three that are most 
useful are ‘Buy a Feature’, ‘20/20’, and ‘Prune the Product Tree’.

Buy a feature gives participants money.  They can pool their 
resources together to buy some of the listed requirements.  However, 
there is not enough money to buy all of them.  The requirements or 
stories that have enough money were proven to be important.  The 
ones that received no money were not.

’20/20’ works like a visit to the eye doctor.  Compare each story in a 
small list one pair at a time.  Ask which is more important and move 
that item up the list.  This is the bubble sort algorithm from computer 
science.  This method gets tedious for large lists, so it is not the tool 
to chose for prioritizing the entire product backlog.  But it does a 
quick and fine job of breaking ties in a list of 10 to 20 items, which 
important for the stack ranking required in agile backlogs.

‘Prune the Product Tree’ helps when you have too many stories and 
need to shrink the list.   Teams add requirements graphically to a 
metaphor of a tree. Critical items are placed closer to the trunk of the 
tree.  Less important items are placed at the leaves.  Participants can 
move each other’s items to vote on priorities.  This collaborative 
approach works well to stimulate discussion.

See http://www.innovationgames.com for online tools to assist with 
these prioritization activities.
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Some teams do not have formal methods of estimation.  Some use a model called 
COCOMO II, but that requires lines of code as input, which can be equally difficult 
to estimate.  Most agile teams use "Planning Poker" which is taken from wide 
band delphi.  It involves each team member secretly gauging how much effort and 
complexity is required for each story.  The reveal their thoughts at the same time. 
 The person with the high number justifies why it is so high.  The person with the 
lowest estimate states why it is so low.  After two minutes of discussion, the 
process may repeat a few times.  The value in this technique is not just the 
numbers but also the resulting discussion.  

Sometimes it becomes clear that there is not enough data to estimate a story. 
 That is good to find out early.   The team may vote with a '?' card for this.  The 
"Sequence of Values" used for planning poker in Mike Cohn's work is based off a 
scale that occurs in nature.  The purpose of using that scale is to allow finer 
granularity at the common small numbers of 1-13, and not argue small differences 
between larger numbers.

Planning Poker is designed to offer a way to quickly estimate a large pile of 
requirements to quickly sketch a release plan.  More detailed estimates is done at 
the beginning of an iteration when stories are broken down into internal tasks.

Scoring

Section 3

LEVELS

EstimationEstimation

1 No formal technique

3 Any technique

5
Planning Poker, or Affinity 
Estimating - taking 10 minutes o 
less per story

7 Use the ‘?’ card when needed

9 Analysis, not just numbers

Estimation
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3 5 7 9

Estimation

Have any method of estimation

AnythingAnythingAnythingAnything

3

Some teams have no formal method to estimate.  This level 
represents teams that at least have some procedure, but does not 
specify which one.

Planning Poker

Planning Poker < 10 mins eachPlanning Poker < 10 mins eachPlanning Poker < 10 mins eachPlanning Poker < 10 mins each

5

Use Planning Poker or Affinity Estimating, and take less than 10 
minutes per story.

Use the ‘?’ card

Use ‘?’ to question or deferUse ‘?’ to question or deferUse ‘?’ to question or deferUse ‘?’ to question or defer

7

The ‘?’ estimating card is used to pause the voting and ask 
questions.  Ideally the team present can answer them, or a 

business analyst will be on hand to assist.  But if the team cannot 
resolve these questions it is a sign that they don’t have all the 
information needed to estimate this story.  It is good to find that 
out early!

Analysis Information

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

9

It’s not just the numbers.  Sometimes the discussion that arises 
between votes is the true value of the method.

For more information see:
• "Agile Estimating and Planning" by Mike Cohn

• “The Elements of Scrum” by Chris Sims. This book has a 
good description of Affinity Estimating.
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Agile features multiple levels of planning, including release planning, iteration 
planning, and daily goals.  Agile also admits estimating software is an imprecise 
art, so it is necessary to start, gain empirical experience with the team and 
domain, and adjust based on that experience.  However, Agile does account for a 
rough plan at the beginning.  They is to not assume the unknowable can be 
understood. 

This does not mean we fail to plan for Agile projects.  It is all the more vital to plan 
for them.  But the plan focuses on what we know, and discounts what we don't.  It 
takes a slightly different shape.

The iron triangle of project management says one of the following three factors 
must be variable: project content, number of people, and end date.   We do not 
usually have the luxury of adding people and educating them in time to contribute 
for this release.  The end date is often fixed to meet a trade show or other market 
need.  And if the date moves, more content pressure pours into the release which 
can push the date out further.  So while projects with fixed scope can do Agile by 
varying end date, it is preferable to vary the scope and guarantee the end date.

Note the invisible fourth leg of the Iron Triangle is Quality.  There is no compromise 
on Quality on agile projects.  Deferring work to build in quality or repair trouble 
spots costs time later when we are no longer in proactive control.  Any rush to 

Section 4

LEVELS

Product BacklogProduct Backlog

1 No formal practice

3 Any formal practice

5 Sketch

7 Includes non functional 
specification

9 Stretch Goals

Release Plan
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omit steps that bake in quality will make the project take longer 
and cost more when measuring not the rush to code check in, but 
the time until the customer can productively use our solution.   
Slow down to speed up.

That leaves 
scope as our 
variable.  The 
release plan 
reflects this by 
showing one set 
of features as 
'must do' 
elements 
(based on our 
conservative 
velocity, or rate 
of work).  The 
next set are our 
'stretch goals'.   
The team will 
probably do 
them all, but if 
someone is out sick for 2 weeks with the swine flu, or our 
customer's industry regulations change so as to introduce new 
requirements, the new items will push the lowest priority 'stretch 
goals' out of the release.   As Paul Gibson said at IBM - "Shame 

on development if we don't ship our must do requirements. 
 Shame on marketing if they promise our stretch goals."

However, the plan is not mere a list of requirements.  It includes 
'supplementary specifications' - or aspects that do not relate to a 
functional line item.  This may include performance specifications 
for response time or server capacity,  accessibility for people with 
disabilities (US section 508c), information architecture strategy, 
 Security goals and approaches.  installation, support, usability, 
error handling, and national language localization enablement. 

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Release Plan Sketch
Non 

Functional 
Specs

Stretch 
Goals Adjust

Sketch

SketchSketchSketchSketch

3

Do you have a release plan the shows an estimated range of what 
the team can produce, but does not imply more accuracy than is 
realistic?

Non Functional Specification
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Non Functional SpecsNon Functional SpecsNon Functional SpecsNon Functional Specs

5

A Supplementary Specification (as it is called in the Rational 
Unified Process) is useful for outlining high level requirements that 
do not fit well as user stories.  Examples of such topics include 
general performance goals, accessibility, security, localization, 
maintenance as a few examples.  It can also outline high level 
themes that are not appropriate for detailed story cards.

Stretch Goals

Stretch GoalsStretch GoalsStretch GoalsStretch Goals

7

Does your release plan show where in prioritized backlog we 
draw the line between what is committed, what is a stretch goal, 
and what we know will not make it into the release? 

Adjust

AdjustAdjustAdjustAdjust

9

Do you have regular discussions with the product owner and 
adjust the plan based on current realities?

For more information see:
• "Agile Estimating and Planning" by Mike Cohn
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Release planning just sketches out what we think will happen, but is done at the 
time when we know the least.  We may not have experience with the team, 
technology, or feature set.  A lot may change in our customer's world between the 
time the release plan is written, and the time we begin to implement a specific 
requirement.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Iteration Plans Have Speed 
Buffer

Meta 
Stories

< 15% 
added

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Does your team have any form of plan for the next sprint or iteration?

Speed Buffer

Section 5

LEVELS

Iteration PlansIteration Plans

1 None

3 Any basic

5 Plan 56 task hours per 2 week 
sprint per person or less

7 Meta tasks

9 Add less than 15% during sprint

Iteration Plans
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Speed BufferSpeed BufferSpeed BufferSpeed Buffer

5

Team members have important work to do that is not directly 
related to coding or testing.  It is important to allow time for e-
mail, picking up sick kids from the doctor, fixing a hot emergency 
bug from a customer, etc.  But is is inefficient to attempt to plan 
for this sort of work because it arrives at random or is so small 
that the cost to measure it precisely is greater than the value of 
the information received.   Our approach is to plan for 6 hours per 
day of direct task work (minus two half days for Scrum meetings).  
This leaves 2 hours per day for e-mail and surprises.   Teams are 
free to tune this number but such a number is required by this 
question.

It also uses concept from queuing theory in Little’s Law (as taught 
by Tom and Mary Poppendieck for Lean).  Having some ‘slack’ 
time in the system actually improves throughput, especially as the 
size of work items increases.  This maps to 56 hours per person 
for a two week iteration (26 hours per week).  “Cathy’s Law” (via 
Cathy Baker) shows their team successfully meeting sprint goals 
by planning 6 hours per day times 9 days per sprint.  Sprints are 
10 days, but their team subtracted two half days for sprint 
planning, demos, and retrospectives.  For example, a team with 
six developer and testers would be able to do 324 task hours.  
Note that this figure already includes a 30% buffer, (for your two 

hours a day in your in-basket, and day per sprint in Scrum 
meetings) so it is not necessary to buffer it again.

Meta Stories

Meta StoriesMeta StoriesMeta StoriesMeta Stories

7

Teams that vary their capacity by subtracting hours for classes 
and vacation may find their 'velocity' or rate of work varies from 
sprint to sprint.  Unless you remember that Bill spontaneously 
took a day off to go hiking because the weather was nice that 
day, it is harder to see trends in the team's velocity.  Though 
counter intuitive, it is better to create 'meta stories' for education 
or vacation.  Assign a task with hours to allocate time for each 
person taking such time during the sprint.  That way the time is 
planned and accounted for and velocity is comparable. The 
method imposed little overhead and has proven successful in the 
past with multiple teams. 

This is a controversial practice because some teams do not want 
to see stories that do not map to customer value.  However, these 
meta stories are key to the team and therefore important 
indirectly to customers.  The technique has worked well for three 
years so it remains a recommended practice.  Yvonne Kish, an 
Agile Coach at Rally Software, has referred to them ‘Shell’ stories 
in some of her talks.  Teams that do not use Meta Stories must 
ensure they account for the time in some other way.
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Less than fifteen percent added

< 15 % added< 15 % added< 15 % added< 15 % added

9

We do not usually add user stories in the middle of an iteration.   
But is is okay to add engineering sub tasks.  But if you add too 
much you may not  be devoting enough focus to your sprint 
planning.   Or you may be saying ‘yes’ to everything.  You can 
drop something to make room for hot new emergency work.   But 
something has to be dropped to keep the plan within 15% of the 
ideal line.

For more information see:
• "Agile Estimating and Planning" by Mike Cohn

• “Implementing Lean Software Development” by Mary 
Poppendick

• Presentation to the Agile Leadership Network - Raleigh 
Durham chapter by Yvonne Kish - August 2012.
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Definition
It's important to have a big picture in mind as we develop our project.  This is 
especially true because we will shift our focus as we get feedback from our 
iterations.  Leveraging change is good, but without a guiding framework we may 
get far off track.   Big picture documents address this risk.

There are four kinds

• Vision

• Roadmap

• Personae

• Story maps

Scoring
 
See if you have a Vision, Roadmap, Personae, and Story map.

3 5 7 9
Big Picture 
Documents 1/4 2/4 3 / 4 4/4

Section 6

LEVELS

Big PictureBig Picture

1 No Vision, Roadmap, Personae, 
or Story maps

3 1 of the 4 above documents

5 2 of the four above documents

7 3 of the four above documents

9 4 of the four documents

Big Picture
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One of Four

Have 1 of 4Have 1 of 4Have 1 of 4Have 1 of 4

3

Two of Four

Have 2 of 4Have 2 of 4Have 2 of 4Have 2 of 4

5

Three of Four

Have 3 of 4Have 3 of 4Have 3 of 4Have 3 of 4

7

Four of Four

Have 4 of 4Have 4 of 4Have 4 of 4Have 4 of 4

9

Details
Vision and roadmap documents are common in agile teams.   The 
Vision should be no more than a page, and can follow a boiler 
plate that differentiates how your product differs from  you 
competition.  Roadmaps graph the strategy of releases over time.

Jeff Patton’s story maps are an excellent way to see the bigger 
pictures of how stories relate and fit together.  As taught in David 

Husman’s course on improving user stories, having a persona for 
a role may reveal more needs than thinking only in the abstract for 
the role.  A Persona adds a name, face (literally - find or draw a 
picture of a face), goals, and education and capabilities of a 
hypothetical user.

For more information see:
• "Agility and Discipline Made Easy" by Per Kroll and Bruse 

MacIssac

• "Outside In Development" by Carl Kessler and John Sweitzer.  
Of particular use is the concept of types of stakeholders.  
These include End Users, Partners, Insiders, and Principals 
(people who initiate and fund the project).

• "The Inmates are Running the Asylum" by Alan Cooper.  This 
work helps understand persona.

• Jeff Pattern's work on Story Mapping.  David Husman also 
covers this in his improving user stories course.
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We like the purity of similar iterations Scrum offers.  But for large projects it can 
help to prove the architecture though working code.  We want iterations to be 
similar, but it seems there is room for different 'flavors of iterations.  The concept is 
adapted from the Rational Unified Process by IBM.  The 'favors' are Inception, 
Elaboration, Construction, Transition, and Production (which Scott Ambler added).  
We don’t include construction in our governance metric because we assume it is 
handled well by most teams.

Companies who must account for time to claim capitalization expenses can adjust 
this section as needed to reflect the governance requirements for their industry.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Governance Inception Elaboration Transition Production

Inception

InceptionInceptionInceptionInception

3

Section 7

LEVELS

GovernanceGovernance

1 No enterprise governance 
issues addressed

3 Inception
Analysis and infrastructure

5
Elaboration
Prove the architecture early 
through working code.

7
Transition
Ready for market- train the 
trainers and support teams

9
Production 
Celebrate install and value - not 
just final code

Governance
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Work on infrastructure and business analysis.  This equates to 
‘Iteration Zero’ for some teams.

Elaboration

ElaborationElaborationElaborationElaboration

5

Prove the architecture through working code.  These iterations 
have an architecture ‘flavor’.

Transition

TransitionTransitionTransitionTransition

7

Train the support and market teams.  (this does not refer to 
testing - testing is done throughout the whole release) 

Production

ProductionProductionProductionProduction

9

To optimize the whole process we have to be sure the customer 
can install the product easily.

However, teams may not always adopt all 5 flavors.  So it is useful 
to use our Agile Journey Index criteria priority scheme to reorder 
these not based on time, but rather based on their importance.

For more information see:
• Agile Software Requirements by Dean Leffingwell

• "Agility Made Easy" by Per Kroll and Bruce MacIssac
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Plan 3 5 7 9

Big Picture

User 
Stories

Product 
Backlog

Estimation

Release 
Plan

Sprint 
Plans

Iteration 
Modes

Have 1/4 Have 2/4 Have 3/4 Have 4/4

Have 3 C’s, RGB INVEST Sized well

Have Prioritized Estimated 
Enough

Continuous 
Updates

Some
Planning 

Poker 
10mins ea

Use ‘?’ to 
defer

Analysis 
Info

Sketch
Non 

functional 
specs

Stretch 
Goals Adjust

Have Speed 
Buffer

Meta 
Stories

< 15% 
Added

Inception Production Elaboration Transition

Section 8

Review of Category 1 - Planning

31

Review 2.1 Review of Agile Planning

Check Answer

Stories should be small.  But how small is 
small?

A. 2 hours

B. 1 to 13 person days

C. Less than 2 weeks

D. As long as it takes
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Chapter 3

Category 2 -
Do

The next part is the hard part - technical 
implementation of your project.  What practices 
build in quality and highlight the need for mid 
course correction?



Successful Agile teams exhibit some winning behaviors in their stand up meetings. 
 To remember them, we use AgileBill's "ABC's" of standup meetings.

A - Assist: Do people offer or request help in the meeting (egoless programming)

B - Blocker: Are impediments called out?

C - Cheer: Do people cheer when a team mate moves a task or story to the done 
column?  This aids in self directed teams.

D - Delta: Does the team look at the burn-down chart or numbers to see if they are 
falling behind their desired pace?  Do they take action if required?

E - Exit: Do you hear 'takE it offline' when conversations take more than a minute?

F - Finish: Do people describe what they finished and will finish as opposed to an 
'80% done' status or other rambling time fillers

Scoring

3 5 7 9

Standup 
Meetings

ABCs 
weekly

Stand up if 
face to face

Finish in 15 
mins or 

less

ABCs 
common

Section 1

LEVELS

The ABCs are Assist, Blockers, Cheer, 
Delta, takE it offline, and Finish

Standup MeetingStandup Meeting

1 No daily meeting

3 ABCs heard weekly

5 Stand if Face to Face

7 Finish in 15 minutes or less

9 ABCs are common

Stand up Meeting
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ABCs weekly

ABCs weeklyABCs weeklyABCs weeklyABCs weekly

3 - - -

Do some of the "ABC's" occur weekly?

Stand

StandStandStandStand

5 - -

Do the face to face participants stand up during the meeting if 
face to face? (We let the observers sit, or let people sit if they are 
on the phone.  But for face to face meetings standing up does 
make a difference) 

Finish in fifteen minutes or less

15 mins or less15 mins or less15 mins or less15 mins or less

7 -

Do the meetings finish in 15 minutes or less? (It is okay to use the 
following 15 minutes for break out meetings, but that’s a separate 
follow on meeting, using a different agenda format) 

ABCs Common

ABCs CommonABCs CommonABCs CommonABCs Common

9

Are the "ABC's" common during the week?  (Assist, Blockers, 
Cheer, Delta, Take it Offline, Finish)

Other notes on Standup Meetings
Sometimes it helps to have people focus on doing and reporting 
two things they did yesterday, and two things they will finish. 
 People should summarize their headline stories into the top two 
things.  One purpose of this is to discourage people from multi-
tasking too many things (which reduces productivity).  The other 
reason is to to show the highlights so people can ask for more 
details later.

The purpose of the stand up meetings can an also be described 
with AgileBill's 3 'A's.   

• Aware of what your team makes are working on 

• Ad for follow up break out work 

• Attack blockers
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For further information:
• “Agile Project Management with Scrum” by Ken Schwaber

• “The Art of Agile Software Development” by James Shore

• “A Practical Guide to Distributed Scrum” by Woodward, 
Stefan, and Ganis.  This book has a discussion of how to 
deal with time zones for global teams.

Blockers

Yesterday

Today

Interactive 3.1 Agile Hopscotch - how to finish in 15 
minutes.  Focus on 2 headlines for yesterday and today 
(and any number of blockers).
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One of the most useful tools for teams to monitor their progress is the taskboard.  
In it’s simplest form, it is just a set of notes pasted to the wall or the equivalent 
electronic tool.   Such tools are useful beyond software projects.  But in it’s most 
advanced application it allows you to generate the “flow” sought by agile teams.

It is the heart of the Kanban method, and commonly used to manage the sprint in 
Scrum.  It is also used to manage portfolio level features and epics in Dean 
Leffingwell’s Scaled Agile Framework (tm).

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Task board Have Organized Remote Limit WIP

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

The team uses a task board - either physical or electronic

Organized

Section 2

LEVELS

Task boardTask board

1 No taskboard

3 Have

5 Organized

7 Remote

9 Limit Work in Progress

Task board
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OrganizedOrganizedOrganizedOrganized

5

The team uses an arrangement of work on the board that reveals 
information   Some teams color code to connect stories and 
tasks.  Some teams color code by role (but does this create 
silos?).  Some teams or tools marke blocked stories in red.  

Whatever tool or method you use, see if you can design the board 
to get as much information as possible at a glance.

Remote

RemoteRemoteRemoteRemote

7

Distributed team members can see the board.  This can be via 
webcam or more usually an electronic tool.  Distributed team 
members are increasingly common.  76% of AgileBill’s teams 
have at least one remote member.  It would be easy if they were 
all together, or all remote.  What is hard is when a minority is 
remote.  Today’s tools make it possible to have this talent treated 
as first class team members if teams remember to do so. 

Limit Work in Progress

Limit WIPLimit WIPLimit WIPLimit WIP

9

The team keeps an eye on the 'in progress' column to ensure a 
balance between tasks being started and too much multi-tasking. 
 Start and finish small batches, and repeat. Don't start everything 
and finish nothing. 

For further information:

Stories Waiting

Stories in Progress

Tasks in Progress

Interactive 3.2  a physical task board
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• "Kanban and Scrum - making the most of both"  by Henrik 
Kniberg

• "Scrumban - Essays on Kanban Systems for Lean Software 
Development" - by Corey Ladas
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The ideal line on a burn-down chart may not reflect the typical pattern of work.  It's 
value is in simplicity, and is a reasonable approximation.  However, measuring 
conformance to the line is *not* the goal.  Having zero hours left at the end of the 
iteration is.   However, after conducting a statistical review of teams that strayed 
too far from their ideal burn - down slope an failed their sprints, and those that 
strayed a bit and yet succeed, Bill has found that wiggling plus or minus 15% 
away from the line is acceptable, and in fact, expected.  (There is no wiggle room 
on the last day when your hours left should be zero!).  The variance of successful 
teams indicated that 1 standard deviation was 22% away from the line.  We 
tighten that to establish a guideline of 15%.   If a team varies more than that 
successful teams will do a quick mid sprint retrospective.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Burndown Have Update Add < 15% Decide

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Section 3

LEVELS

BurndownBurndown

1 No burndown chart

3 Have

5 Update

7 Track within 15%

9 Decide

Burndown
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Does the team have both a release and sprint burn-down chart?

Update

UpdateUpdateUpdateUpdate

5

Does the team update the burndown chart daily?

Track Within 15%

CharlieCharlieCharlieCharlie

7

Does the rate of progress track to 15% or less of the ideal line?  
Some variation is normal, but too much indicates the team is 
getting off course and not tacking corrective action soon enough 
and often enough.  Based on regression analysis of a successful 
team, a 22% or less variance from the 'ideal' line is normal, and 
can lead to a completed iteration.

Decide

DecideDecideDecideDecide

9

The team should use the burndown chart not just to view status, 
but as a signal to take action when the trend shows they team 
may not cleanly reach zero hours or points of work left.

Not all teams take prompt action if their progress stalls compared 
to the ideal line.  Does your team take action to address the root 
cause of teams falling behind when they see such patterns in 
their burn down charts?

41
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Delta
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Research has shown that formal code inspections can cut a team's defect 
injection rate by 50%.  They are not free - it takes about 15% extra labor.  Oddly, 
the cost benefits of Pair Programming are similar.  In pairing, one person thinks big 
picture, and the other does the work and thinks about details.  They switch every 
15 minutes. It takes two people but goes almost twice as fast.  But since defects 
are prevented early the investment pays off.  This helps for some challenging 
tasks, but the benefits are seen in the course of a couple of months.  As people 
rotate partners they learn about tools and the project over time.  Note that it is not 
just for computer programming.

Formal inspections differ in that preparation is needed, then the review, then the 
fixes. This cycle can take a while and make it hard to fit in a short iteration.   
 Different people prefer different styles, but don't go out there alone.

Automated tools can also be used in this space to check for subtle errors, but they 
miss the gradual dissemination of team learning or human look at the big picture. 
 A combination of methods can be employed.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Code Review Have Common Efficient Styles

Section 4

LEVELS

Code ReviewCode Review

1 None

3 Any method

5 Common

7 Efficient

9 Styles

Code Review
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Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

An code review of any style is being done by the team.

Common

CommonCommonCommonCommon

5

Most code is reviewed.  Code review meetings are common for 
this team.

Efficient

EfficientEfficientEfficientEfficient

7

Code reviews are running well and are a good investment of time 
for this team.

Styles

StylesStylesStylesStyles

9

The team has considered several review styles and allow a 
selected mix based on the people and needs.  They did not 
exclude a style because they were unaware of it.  Methods that 
have best defect removal statistics are Formal Fagan Inspections 
and Pair Programming.  Pair Programming is a challenge because  
some people love it, and some people hate it.  These numbers 
trend to 85% like, 15% hate after the initial learning curve.  But 
pairing has more benefits as team members learn other practices 
about tools and methods beyond the domain code.  This is 
especially true as pairs rotate over time with others on the team.

Not everyone likes the same approach for all situations.  Choose 
your style, but to quote the TV program ‘Hill Street Blues’ - don’t 
go out there alone.

For further information:
• “Pair Programming Illuminated” by Laurie Williams and 

Robert Kessler

• “Peer Reviews in Software “by Karl Wiegers
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Unit Testing engages the mind of the developer to create automated test 
harnesses that prevent future bugs from creeping in.  It is valuable because it 
balances the pace of new buggy features by making quality safety nets visible.

Scoring

3 5 7 9

Unit Test Have Automated In Build Tandem

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Developers do some form of unit test - either manual or automated.  Do they test 
their code?

Automated

AutomatedAutomatedAutomatedAutomated

5

Section 5

LEVELS

Unit TestUnit Test

1 None

3 Any

5 Automated

7 In Build

9 Tandem

Unit Test
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The testing is white box method to method automated code.  
This can be done with such tools as JUnit or NUnit.  Having 
knowledge of the workings of the code can provide good insights 
in how to test it well.  This is in addition to independent black box 
cross component tests done later by the QA team.

In Build

In BuildIn BuildIn BuildIn Build

7

Is a smart selection of tests run as part of the build process?

Tandem

TandemTandemTandemTandem

9

Are unit tests written at or near the same time as the code?  The 
extreme form of this is Test Driven Development (TDD), where  the 
failing test is written first, just enough code is written to make it 
run, then the code is improved for readability and reuse.  This 
cycle repeats every 10 minutes.  But because so much scaffold or 
mock object code may be needed, it is acceptable to get a score 
of '9' if you have unit tests close to when your code is done, and 
certainly before it is checked in.

For further information:

• "Test Driven: TDD and Acceptance TDD for Java Developers" 
by Lasse Koskela 

• "The art of Unit Testing" by Roy Osherove

• "xUnit Test PAtterns: Refactoring Test Code" by Gerard 
Meszaros

• Online training 'Albums' from Industrial Logic, especially the 
ones on Unit Testing and Refactoring.  See http://
www.industriallogic.com
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Test automation not only saves time, but shows a different class of bugs than is 
possible in manual testing.

Scoring
3 5 7 9

QA 
Automation Have Use Sufficient Measured

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Does the team have any automated tests?

Use

UseUseUseUse

5

Are they not just written, but run with appropriate frequency?

Section 6

LEVELS

QA AutomationQA Automation

1 No test automation

3 Have some test automation

5 Used - run frequently

7 Sufficient

9 Measure Coverage

QA Automation
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Sufficient

SufficientSufficientSufficientSufficient

7

Do they cover enough cases, scenarios, and assertions? 

Measure Coverage

Measure CoverageMeasure CoverageMeasure CoverageMeasure Coverage

9

Does the team measure coverage numerically?

For further information:
• "Agile Testing: A Practical Guide for Testers and Agile Teams" 

by Lisa Crispin and Janet Gregory
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There is a field of 'Quality Assurance' which talks more about process and 
numerical analysis of efforts than test execute.  But we will use the QA term 
nonetheless.  Intelligent manual testing is still important, even if automated testing 
exists.

Scoring

3 5 7 9

QA Chunks TETO Exploratory 
Testing ility’ testing

Chunks

ChunksChunksChunksChunks

3

Are small batches of function given to the testers early enough for them to better 
manage the flow?  The goal behind “early enough” is to find bugs in time to be 
fixed before the end of the iteration.

TETO

Section 7

LEVELS

Quality EngineeringQuality Engineering

1 Waterations

3 Chunks

5 TETO

7 Exploratory Testing

9 ility’ testing

Quaity Engineering
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(Test Early, Test Often)  Are the testers able to engage in scenario 
execute in the first week of the sprint?  Can they follow multiple 
small units of work during the iteration?

Test Early, Test Often

TETOTETOTETOTETO

5

Test Early, Test Often.  Sprints are not ‘waterations’.  The first few 
days of an iteration may have more development (overlapped with 
test prep).  But soon code should come into the testers hands for 
validation.  Coding of new features will slow in the last few days 
to allow a greater proportion of time for testing and regression.  In 
a theoretical world each day is the same - code some, test some.  
But in practice we strive to come close to this ideal.

Exploratory Testing

Exploratory TestingExploratory TestingExploratory TestingExploratory Testing

7

Do people use manually guided tests to dig into soft areas of the 
code, and adjust based on what they find?

‘ility’ testing

ility’ testingility’ testingility’ testingility’ testing

9

"ility" testing: Does the team test team test for non functional 
facets like usability, reliability, accessibility, performance, security, 
and other initiatives.

For further information:
• Agile Testing by Lisa Crispin and Janet Gregory
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Continuous 
Integration Automated On 

Demand Run Tests Visible

Automated Builds

AutomatedAutomatedAutomatedAutomated

3

Are the products builds performed automatically without manual steps? 

Build on Demand

On DemandOn DemandOn DemandOn Demand

5

Is the product built at least once per day?

Section 8

LEVELS

Continuous IntegrationContinuous Integration

1 Manual builds

3 Automated builds

5 Build on demand

7 Build runs tests

9 Visible results

Continuous Integration
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Include Tests

Include TestsInclude TestsInclude TestsInclude Tests

7

Does build include automated tests?  A good continuous 
integration system will build the  

Visible Results

Visible ResultsVisible ResultsVisible ResultsVisible Results

9

Is the build triggered on demand?  Are the results of the build 
easy to see by the team?  Examples of this are a big screen TV, or 
an electronic dashboard such as Hudson or Jenkins.  They are 
continuously updated.

For further information:
• "Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and 

Reducing Risk" by Paul Duvall, Steve Matyas, and Andrew 
Glover
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Getting to 'done' is one of the factors that distinguishes hyper productive scrum 
teams from mediocre teams.  The team needs to define this.  The exercise 
produces part of the benefit.  But a good example of completeness is 

• All unit tests run and successful

• Code has been refactored (cleaned up to reduce the change of future bugs)

• All code inspected or paired

• Code has been built 

• Tests have been run

Code that is projected to not meet those criteria before the end of the sprint 
should Not be checked in.  Half tested code sprinkled with 'to do' comments 
should not be in the code base because they may cause programs as more code 
is written on top.  It's too hard to pull out later.

Allow the team to define completeness criteria

It should include all types of work, so no extra work need be done later.   For 
example, unit test, inspect, refactor...

Met the criteria often as part of your team culture.

Section 9

LEVELS

The Meaning of DoneThe Meaning of Done

1 No team definition of ‘Done’

3 Defined

5 50% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

7 80% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

9 95% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

done, Done, DONE
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Definition of 
Done Have 50% 80% 95%

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Does your team have a definition of Done?

Met fifty percent of the time

Met 50%Met 50%Met 50%Met 50%

5

Are the criteria sometimes met? 

Met eighty percent of the time

Met 80%Met 80%Met 80%Met 80%

7

Are the criteria usually met? 

Met 95% of the time

Met 95%Met 95%Met 95%Met 95%

9

Are the criteria nearly always met? 

For further information:
• "Definition of Done: a Reference" by Mayank Gupta http://

www.scrumalliance.org/articles/106-definition-of-done-a-
reference

• About Definition of Done by Lasse Koskela http://
lassekoskela.com/thoughts/1/about-definition-of-done/

• "The Scrum Guide - The Definitive Guide to Scrum: the Rules 
of the Game" by Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber http://
www.scrum.org/storage/scrumguides/Scrum%20Guide%20-
%202011.pdf
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Do 3 5 7 9

Standup

Task board

Burndown

Code 
Review

Unit Test

Automated 
Test

QA

Build

done, 
Done, 
DONE!

ABCs’ 
weekly

Stand if 
face 2 face < 15 mins ABCs 

common

Have Organized Remotely 
viewable

Limit Work 
in Progress

Have Update < 20% 
variance

Decide 
Actions

Some Common Efficient Styles

Do Automated In Build Tandem

Have Use Sufficient Measure 
Coverage

After Sprint In Sprint TETO -early 
and often Automation

Automated Daily or on 
demand

Automated 
tests

Visible 
indicators

Defined 75% 85% 95%

Section 10

Review of Doing
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Review 3.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

Check Answer

Which is more true?

A. Technical practices prevent defects

B. Technical practices remove defects



Chapter 4

Feedback

Feedback is the key mechanism of Agile.  This is 
true both of product feedback, and feedback on 
how we do our work.



Scoring
3 5 7 9

Demo Have
Stake-
holder 

inclusion

Gather 
Feedback

Use to 
Improve

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Are demonstrations held at the end of the iterations?

Stakeholder Inclusion

Stakeholder InclusionStakeholder InclusionStakeholder InclusionStakeholder Inclusion

5

Are the right mix of stakeholders included in the feedback sessions?

Section 1

LEVELS

DemoDemo

1 No Demos held

3 Hold demos at the end of 
iterations

5 Include the right mix of 
stakeholders

7 Gather feedback about the 
product

9 Use the feedback to improve the 
product

Demo
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Gather Feedback

Gather FeedbackGather FeedbackGather FeedbackGather Feedback

7

Does the team collect comments on the product from the 
stakeholders based on the demonstration?

Use to Improve

Use to ImproveUse to ImproveUse to ImproveUse to Improve

9

Use to improve  Is the feedback used to improve the product in 
future iterations according to priority?

For further information:
• "SCRUM Product Ownership -- Balancing Value From the 

Inside Out" by Robert Galen
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One of the most powerful elements in Agile is the frequent lessons learned. 
 Traditional projects used to save this for the end of the release.  That is too late to 
be valuable.   The defects caused by faulty process have already been injected. 
 People may not remember what happened early in the process.  And they may 
not care because they may be moving to a new project at the end of the release.

Iterative projects address this by holding more frequent lessons learned, or 
'retrospectives' at the end of each iteration.  Don't make a big list of items.   Focus 
on two actions.  The rest will still be there in two weeks (or may solve themselves). 
 People will forget to do them as they work on their code if there are too many 
changes all at once.   Focus and Finish a Few.

• Reflect every sprint (few weeks)

• Take action to improve the process

• Measure results where possible

• Share ideas between teams

Scoring

Section 2

LEVELS

RetrospectivesRetrospectives

1 No team definition of ‘Done’

3 Defined

5 50% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

7 80% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

9 95% of your sprints meet ‘Done’

Retrospectives
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3 5 7 9

Retrospective Have Do Actions Measure Delta

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Does your team hold retrospectives?  Any format is fine. 

Do Actions

Do ActionsDo ActionsDo ActionsDo Actions

5

Do you implement the improvements identified?

Measure

MeasureMeasureMeasureMeasure

7

Do you measure the results?  (Quantitatively if possible) 

Delta

DeltaDeltaDeltaDelta

9

Do you share improvements with other teams so they may also 
benefit where appropriate?  Sometimes there is a lot of value in 
having the proceedings of the retrospectives be private to the 
team.  This lets them talk more openly of any issues or concerns.  
But there are other times where some actions identified can be 
useful to other teams.  The team should judge such cases.  But a 
year is too long to go without sharing some wisdom or experience 
- be it positive or a pitfall to avoid.

For further information:
• "Agile Retrospectives: Making Good Teams Great" by Esther 

Derby and Diana Larsen 

• "The Extreme Programming Evaluation Framework" by Laurie 
Williams, William Krebs, Lucas Layman
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Taichi Ohno said 
“No work without process 
No process without metrics 
No metrics without measurement 
No measurement without analysis 
No analysis without action”

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Kaizen Learn Gather 
Information Try New Share

Learn

LearnLearnLearnLearn

3

Do team members take time to learn and keep up with their profession?

Gather information

Section 3

LEVELS

KaizenKaizen

1 Too busy to improve

3 Formal learning

5 Gather ideas from other teams

7 Try new things

9 Share your results

Kaizen
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GatherGatherGatherGather

5

Do people collect fresh ideas from other teams and around the 
industry? 

Trying new ideas

Try newTry newTry newTry new

7

Do the teams try new ideas?  Failure is education - expect 1/2 of 
experiments to fail!  It not, you are not trying enough new ideas.  
Experiment for continues improvement.  The word ‘experiment 
acknowledges that not all our ideas will work.  If they do, we are 
not begin aggressive enough in trying new things.

Share

ShareShareShareShare

9

Does the team share what they have learned with other teams in 
the organization and community?

For further information:
• "Implementing Lean Software Development by Mary and 

Tom Poppendieck

• “Toyota Production System” by Taiichi Ohno
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The practices graded numerically are core to an Agile team.  But other enterprise 
initiatives may be critical as well.  While we are speaking to our teams about Agile, 
it is useful to use the opportunity to gauge their knowledge in other strategic 
areas.  This can be referring to another Center of Excellence's web site and simply 
marking a Yes or No to indicate the team's awareness of the initiatives.  Such 
areas might include

• Performance

• Security

• Architecture

• Accessibility

Strategic initiatives can be emphasized at the time the index is measured.  These 
initiatives my go beyond agile practices.

Section 4

CHECKLIST

Talk to your specialistsTalk to your specialists

Y/n Architecture checklist

Y/n Security checklist

Y/n Performance checklist

Y/n (add your own here)

Y/n (Add your own here)

Organizational Checklist
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Plan 3 5 7 9

Big Picture
(vision etc)

User Stories

Product 
Backlog

Estimation

Release Plan

Sprint Plan

Have 1/4 Have 2/4 Have 3/4 Have 4/4

Have 3 C’s, RGB INVEST Sized well

Have Prioritized Estimated 
Enough

Continuous 
Updates

Some
Planning 
Poker 10 
mins ea

Use ‘?’ to 
defer

Analysis 
Info

Sketch
Non 

Functional 
Goals

Stretch 
Goals Adjust

Have Speed 
Buffer

Meta 
Stories

< 15% 
Added

Section 5

Review of All Practices
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Do 3 5 7 9

Standup

Task board

Burndown

Code 
Review

Unit Test

Automated 
Test

QA

Build

done, 
Done, 
DONE!

ABCs’ 
weekly

Stand if 
face 2 face < 15 mins ABCs 

common

Have Organized Remotely 
viewable

Limit Work 
in Progress

Have Update < 20% 
variance

Decide 
Actions

Some Common Efficient Styles

Do Automated In Build Tandem

Have Use Sufficient Measure 
Coverage

After Sprint In Sprint TETO -early 
and often Automation

Automated Daily or on 
demand

Automated 
tests

Visible 
indicators

Defined 75% 85% 95%
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Feedback 3 5 7 9

Demo

Retro

Kaizen

Have Gather 
Feedback

Proper 
Attendees

Improve 
product

Have Do Actions Measure 
results

Share 
learnings

Learn Think Try Share 
results



Chapter 5

Beyond the 
Team

The measures shown so far have focused on teams.  
But there are practices that apply at higher level, for 
“teams of teams”, which we will refer to as a 
program.  This often represents a product - perhaps 
composed of 4 to 10 component teams with 40 to 
100 people.  How does such an organization come 
together effectively?

There are some unique ways such programs 
operate. These index questions assess such 
organizations.  It is optional and only applies to 
groups of teams.  Individual teams ignore this 
section.



Scoring
3 5 7 9

Governance Aware Follow Achieve Efficient

Aware

AwareAwareAwareAware

3

Does your enterprise have standards for all projects that help guide investment 
funding and achieve regulatory benefits?  For example, some countries treat 
software in ways that can give tax benefits for separating work to before and after 
technical feasibility.  Such frameworks may also help you avoid throwing good 
money after bad.

Followed

FollowFollowFollowFollow

5

Section 1

LEVELS

Program LevelProgram Level

1 No framework

3 Aware of or trained in your 
framework

5 The framework is followed

7 Tax and regulatory goals are 
achieved

9 Your framework is implemented 
efficiently

Governance
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Does your team follow the steps required by your enterprise's 
investment framework?

Achieve

AchieveAchieveAchieveAchieve

7

Did your company get the tax or other benefits for your product 
you hoped to achieve with your governance framework?

Efficient

Use to ImproveUse to ImproveUse to ImproveUse to Improve

9

Is your governance framework efficient for teams to implement?

For further information:
• “Discipled Agile Delivery” by Scott Ambler, et al

• “Agile Requirements” by Dean Leffingwell

• “Essential Scrum” by Kenny Rubin
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Allocation Have Capacity Change Tech debt

Have

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

Does your program have a prioritized list of high level goals?

Deliver against Capacity

CapacityCapacityCapacityCapacity

5

Has your program budgeted some capacity to address key areas, such as 
features, architecture, support, and technical debt?  A pie chart is useful in 
visualizing these tradeoffs.

Section 2

LEVELS

Priority AllocationPriority Allocation

1 No allocation

3 Have priorities

5 Deliver against capacity

7 Change management

9 Balanced technical debt

Priority Allocation
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Change Management

ChangeChangeChangeChange

7

Does your organization have a way to handle change 
management as priorities shift?

Balance Technical Debt

Technical debtTechnical debtTechnical debtTechnical debt

9

Technical debt is a rough measure of how much work you should 
have invested to reduce the probability of future work.  For 
example, if a team does not complete all it’s test automation but 
ships anyway because the code seems to run, they have 
accumulated ‘technical debt’.  A mature team will have a way to 
balance the need for new features with the need to address 
technical debt. 

For further information:
• “Discipled Agile Delivery” by Scott Ambler, et al

• “Agile Requirements” by Dean Leffingwell

• “Essential Scrum” by Kenny Rubin
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Training Ad Hoc Some Cohesive 
Internal Certified

Ad Hoc

AwareAwareAwareAware

3

Education is gathered in a haphazard way, with no scheme or coordination.

Some

FollowFollowFollowFollow

5

Some similar training is received by people.  At least 15% of team members have 
received process training.

Section 3

LEVELS

TrainingTraining

1 None

3 Ad Hoc

5 Some

7 Internal & Cohesive

9 Most certified and trained with 
tailored material

Training
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Cohesive internal

CohesiveCohesiveCohesiveCohesive

7

An organized catalog of training is offered, which has been 
tailored to the organization.  Elements are given internally to 
facilitate customization and observation of results.

Certified

CertifiedCertifiedCertifiedCertified

9

The training includes industry standard certification, and at least 
15% of the team members have earned one that relates to the 
process they perform, such as ICAgile ICP, Scrum CSM,CSP, 
PMI-ACP, or SAFe(TM) SP or SA or other relevant certifications.

For further information:
• ICAgile website

• Scrum Alliance website

• PMI Agile website

• Scaled Agile Academy website
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Cross Team
Solution 

Dependanc
ies

Iterations 
Aligned Cadence

Organizatio
nal 

Learning

Solution Dependancies

Solution DependanciesSolution DependanciesSolution DependanciesSolution Dependancies

3

Components are built with a user centered solution in mind, not just a collection of 
parts.  Dependancies between teams and programs are identified during planning.

Iterations Aligned

Iterations AlignedIterations AlignedIterations AlignedIterations Aligned

5

Section 4

LEVELS

Cross TeamCross Team

1 None

3 Solution Dependancies

5 Iterations Aligned

7 Produce on Cadence

9 Organizational Learning

Cross Team
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Within a program or ‘team of teams’, the iterations of each team 
begins and ends at the same time in order to facilitate planning, 
hardening, and the assembly of the larger solution.

Produce on Cadence

CadenceCadenceCadenceCadence

7

Combinations of iterations are repeat at a settled frequency so 
the program can produce at regular intervals and perfect their 
estimates and planning of what can be included in a given time.  
These solutions can be released later or not at all based on 
market needs, but teams do not react to feature demands by 
changing the heartbeat of their cadence.  Instead, they have a 
releasable solution every four to six iterations (8 to twelve weeks) 
as recommended by XP’s “Sort Release” practice and the Scaled 
Agile Framework’s agile release train.

Organizational Learning

Organizational LearningOrganizational LearningOrganizational LearningOrganizational Learning

9

The program or group of teams matures as a unit by sharing 
practices and continuing to optimize how they work together not 
as group of random teams, but as cohesive larger entity.  Their 
retrospectives covers 

For further information:
• “Discipled Agile Delivery” by Scott Ambler, et al

• “Agile Requirements” by Dean Leffingwell

• “Essential Scrum” by Kenny Rubin
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Metrics Some Drive 
Behavior Socialized Organizatio

nal Goals

Some

SomeSomeSomeSome

3

Some metrics are tracked at the organization level.

Drive Behavior

Drive BehaviorDrive BehaviorDrive BehaviorDrive Behavior

5

The goal question metrics (GQM) pattern is used to focus.

Section 5

LEVELS

MetricsMetrics

1 None

3 Some

5 Drive Behavior

7 Socialized

9 Organizational Goals

Metrics
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Socialized

SocializedSocializedSocializedSocialized

7

The metrics are socialized into the team’s habit, culture, and 
tooling.

Organizational Goals

Organizational GoalsOrganizational GoalsOrganizational GoalsOrganizational Goals

9

The metrics identify and promote program level goals.

For further information:
• David Rico

• Capers Jones

• “Metrics and Models in Software Engineering” by Steve Kan
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Milestone 
Flow

Milestone 
Launch

Milestone 
Hardening

Teamwork 
culture

Innovation 
& Patents

Milestone Launch

Milestone LaunchMilestone LaunchMilestone LaunchMilestone Launch

3

Teams kickoff a set of iterations with a planned launch.

Milestone Hardening

Milestone HardeningMilestone HardeningMilestone HardeningMilestone Hardening

5

Do teams address the need to run longer tests and ensure the code is bug free at 
the end of a delivery cycle?  Ideally the code is perfect at the end of each iteration, 
but sometimes there are performance or system tests that require extra time and 
stability to run.  It is also sometimes possible that additional time proves useful for 

Section 6

LEVELS

Milestone FlowMilestone Flow

1 None

3 Milestone Launch

5 Milestone Hardening

7 Teamwork culture

9 Innovation Patents

Milestone Flow
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refactoring or a buffer for correcting defects.  This time may also 
be used to prepare plans for the next milestone.  Teams using the 
Scaled Agile Framework will call this the “HIP” sprint.

Teamwork culture at the Program Level

CadenceCadenceCadenceCadence

7

It’s great to see teamwork when it happens.  Mature teams do it 
in their group of 10 people or so.  But what of the larger program 
or organization?  Does the “team of teams” generate it’s own 
culture?

Innovation & Patents

Innovation & PatentsInnovation & PatentsInnovation & PatentsInnovation & Patents

9

Do people take time to think of future ideas an technology, and 
write inventions and patents as encouraged by their enterprise?

For further information:
• “Discipled Agile Delivery” by Scott Ambler, et al

• “Agile Requirements” by Dean Leffingwell - including the 
concept of “Ba”

• “Essential Scrum” by Kenny Rubin
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Team Map Team Size 
& Roles

System 
Team

Program 
size

Location & 
Collaborati

on

Appropriate Team Sizes and Roles

Team Sizes & RolesTeam Sizes & RolesTeam Sizes & RolesTeam Sizes & Roles

3

Are teams of a balanced size and mix of roles.  Scrum teams within the program 
should be 7 plus or minus 2 in size (5 to 9).  Do they have the right mix of testers, 
developers, business analysts, project managers, and access to specialists (such 
as user experience designers, or technical writers and performance or security 
experts).

System Team

System TeamSystem TeamSystem TeamSystem Team

5

Section 7

LEVELS

Team MapTeam Map

1 None

3 Appropriate Team Sizes and 
Roles

5 System Team

7 Good program sizes

9 Co-location or tools for 
distributed teams

Team Map
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Is one of the teams in the program focused on supporting the 
entire solution, either with technical infrastructure or integrating 
related products and components?

Program Size

Program SizeProgram SizeProgram SizeProgram Size

7

Is the program of an appropriate size - 20 to 100 people 
organized in four to eight sub teams?  Some programs are two 
large if they have more than 10 sub-teams and need to be split.

Location and Collaboration

Location & CollaborationLocation & CollaborationLocation & CollaborationLocation & Collaboration

9

Ideally teams and programs are co-located within walking 
distance to provide maximum communication.  In cases where 
this is not possible do they use the best tools for distributed 
collaboration with quality video, spatial awareness, or immersive 
programability?  Vidoe based solutions range from one on one 
calls to screens that cover the room.  Immersive tools may add a 
model of the room with interactive tools, such as ProtonMedia’s 
Protosphere, 3DICC’s Terf, or Sococo.  The choice of tool is up to 
the program, but the goal is high enough bandwith 
communication, be it distributed or not.

For further information:
• “Andragons - the Shape of Learning” by William Krebs & 

John Lester

• “Learning in 3D” by Karl Kapp and Tony O’Driscoll

• “Transforming Virtual World Learning” by Randy Hinrichs and 
Charles Wankel

• Training & Collaboration with Virtual Worlds by Alex Heiphetz 
and Gary Woodill
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Scoring
3 5 7 9

Cross Team
Solution 

Dependanc
ies

Iterations 
Aligned Cadence

Organizatio
nal 

Learning

Solution Dependancies

Solution DependanciesSolution DependanciesSolution DependanciesSolution Dependancies

3

Components are built with a user centered solution in mind, not just a collection of 
parts.  Dependancies between teams and programs are identified during planning.

Iterations Aligned

Iterations AlignedIterations AlignedIterations AlignedIterations Aligned

5

Section 8

LEVELS

ResultsResults

1 None

3 Solution Dependancies

5 Iterations Aligned

7 Produce on Cadence

9 Organizational Learning

Results
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Within a program or ‘team of teams’, the iterations of each team 
begins and ends at the same time in order to facilitate planning, 
hardening, and the assembly of the larger solution.

Produce on Cadence

CadenceCadenceCadenceCadence

7

Combinations of iterations are repeat at a settled frequency so 
the program can produce at regular intervals and perfect their 
estimates and planning of what can be included in a given time.  
These solutions can be released later or not at all based on 
market needs, but teams do not react to feature demands by 
changing the heartbeat of their cadence.  Instead, they have a 
releasable solution every four to six iterations (8 to twelve weeks) 
as recommended by XP’s “Sort Release” practice and the Scaled 
Agile Framework’s agile release train.

Organizational Learning

Organizational LearningOrganizational LearningOrganizational LearningOrganizational Learning

9

The program or group of teams matures as a unit by sharing 
practices and continuing to optimize how they work together not 
as group of random teams, but as cohesive larger entity.  Their 
retrospectives covers 

For further information:
• “Discipled Agile Delivery” by Scott Ambler, et al

• “Agile Requirements” by Dean Leffingwell

• “Essential Scrum” by Kenny Rubin
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Chapter 6

Organizational 
View

The Agile Journey Index works well for individual 
teams.  But a lot can be gained from considering it 
in the boarder context of the larger organization.

Now that you have the numbers, what’s next?



• bla bla bla

Scoring
3 5 7 9

Demo Have Average Good Excellent

Beginner

HaveHaveHaveHave

3

This section would indicate beginner performance attributes.

Average

AverageAverageAverageAverage

5

This section gives criteria for average performance.

Section 1

LEVELS

DemoDemo

1 None

3 Some 

5 Average

7 Good

9 Excellent

Scaling beyond the team
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Good

GoodGoodGoodGood

7

This rating indicates good performance.

Superior

SuperiorSuperiorSuperiorSuperior

9

Teams getting a 9 have superior performance.  To get a 10 they 
need to review their work with a wider set of reviewers outside 
their usual group (in part to get teams to communicate).

For further information:
• Leffingwell, D.  “Agile Software Requirements.  Pearson 

Eduation, 2011
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This table shows some example scores from an amalgamation of companies in the 
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina area taken in 2011.

Section 2

KEY POINTS

1. We examine factors beyond the team

2. We include questions and practices that 
apply at the organization level

3. These data are provided as an example, not 
actual results.

Analyzing your Data
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Statistics can be compiled between your teams and within one 
team over time to look for quartiles, median, and standard 
deviation.  Be careful however that it is not used as such a 
‘hammer’ that it demotivates the teams, which is the opposite 
effect desired.  Consider the use of Badges as described in 
another chapter to leave some details for the teams themselves, 
and to present all numbers as progress on the team’s journeys 
with strengths in different areas.  Theory and early anecdotal 
evidence suggests this to be a successful strategy to safely 
motivate teams. 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Now that you have your assessment questions you’ll have to consider the broader 
picture of how to deploy the concept in your environment.  Aligning governance, 
process review, tools, and management teams will help leverage this technique 
more quickly,

In storing the data be aware than teams may end over time as their products retire.  
Consider which numbers you wish to use in your organization’s dashboard, and 
which details you wish to share with the team.  Transparency is useful in Agile 
organizations, so sharing is encouraged, as long as teams feel secure enough to 
learn without instant perfection.   Accurate low numbers are a roadmap for 
change. 

Section 3

KEY POINTS

1. Guide map, not a scorecard

2. Teams change over time

3. Protect beginners, challenge advanced 
teams

4. Observations will vary from team to team, 
but also from year to year within a team

5. Over time, products and teams may come 
and go.  Remember that in your data 
schema.

Deployment
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It is tempting with a numerical assessment to produce a score and sort teams into 
a leader board.  Research from Gamification (Werbach) indicates this may actually 
have the opposite of the intended result.  In some cases beginning teams see how 
far behind they are and lose interest.  While assessment instruments can be forced 
on teams, it is more effective to offer positive motivation for taking the 
assessment.  Recognizing teams with ‘ribbons’ and ‘badges’ addresses both this 
need as well as the executive’s need to have a visible dashboard that reflects the 
agile deployment of their teams.

This system of visual awards is designed to highlight performance for the team as 
well as combinations of teams representing products or organizations.

Instead of showing just one number that averages the team’s scores, we show a 
badge or ribbon comprised of a box for each key practice area.  When using this 
system for agile software development and project management the team ribbons 
have a total of 4 boxes - one each for requirements, project management, quality, 
and leadership. Each box has 3 states:

Beginner (white box) - the team scores less than 7 for a given practice area.

Advanced (solid box) - the team scores an average of 7 or more for a given 
practice area

Section 4

KEY POINTS

1. Process Audits are not fun, so sometimes it 
can be a chore to get teams to take the 
survey.

2. By adding a motivator, we enhance 
adoption while also recognizing advanced 
teams.  Others will know who to turn to for 
help.

3. This provides a tangible sense of 
progression.

4. It is tempting to rank all teams, but in the 
beginning stages this actually demotivates 
teams when they feel they are too far 
behind to catch up.  We instead treat them 
all as valued ‘white belts’, and expose more 
of their progress when they reach 
intermediate levels of adoption.

5. There are badges per individual role, team, 
and group of teams.

Option: Awards for Team Motivation
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Advanced (and honors star) - The coach subjectively decides the 
team is excellent - either based on the number of ’10’ scores on 
individual practice questions, efficiency of the team, or their 
generation of excellent ideas that can be shared across the 
enterprise.

The Badges
As teams master key areas, they are eligible to display a ‘badge’.  
The purpose of this is twofold. first, it recognizes advanced 
teams, so people know who to talk to for help.  Second, it can 
motivate teams while still making new teams feel relatively safe 
because less information is highlighted for beginning teams.  
Third it gives some metrics to the organization without 
implementing a points and leader board system, which may 
demotivate teams that are behind (‘we’ll never  catch up” - or 

worse, they may spin the numbers).  Finally, it can show the state 
of the organization at glance by looking at a dashboard of 
badges.  The more sections of the badge design are filled in, the 
more advanced the team is.

There is no judgement against beginning teams.  Much as the 
white and yellow belts are important to at martial arts school, they 
provide the fresh talent that will evolve into next year’s masters.  
But who would not be proud to show a fully decorated advanced 
badge?

Because teams may emphasize different areas first, the badges 
will show areas without any judgement one which should be 
mastered first.  That’s up to the team.  But to turn a quadrant of 
your badge from white to it’s coded color, your team must 
average a 7 or better in that selection of practices.   These 
include

Requirements Project 
Management

Quality Leadership

The border of the badge is silver.  Teams that are assessed by a 
formally trained Agile Journey Index assessor can use gold 
interior trim and declare their badged certified by the assessor’s 
organization.
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Given there are three states for each quadrant (blank, filled, or 
star), and four quadrants, that makes 82 possible combinations of 

team badges.  There is no judgement passed on which team has 
which box filled first.  The order of progress is up to the team.  
However, a team with two or 3 sections filled would always be 

viewed as having progressed farther at implementing a balanced 
form of agile compared to a team with only one.  Count the filled 
in blocks to roughly characterize the teams’ maturity - form level 
0 (all blank) to level 4 (all filled).  The number of honor stars can 
be listed after as a decimal (3.2, for a team with 3 filled blocks 
and 2 honor stars).

It is possible to use a ‘skin’ or theme for the badge 
colors.  This can be one color, perhaps related to a 
corporate brand.  Or it each position can be color 
coded to match the area.  Be aware that 8% of 
men are color blind, so be careful of Red / Green 
and certain other combinations.

Ribbons of 5 sub-squares can be shown at the 
organizational level (1 row of 5 boxes), which may 
fit better in overview dashboards.  A horizontal 
ribbon of 5 blocks indicates assessment of a 
program, or team of teams.  The first four boxes 
represent the average score of the sub teams.  The 
fifth box is filled if the average of the program level 
questions meet or exceed a 7.
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Two square badges

Three square badges
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To earn a color for one square a team must score an average of 7 
or better in each of the subject areas on the four blocks of the 
team badge, or blocks on the program level ribbon.

In addition to team based badges, it is useful to recognize 
groups.  This category represents multiple teams which might be 
grouped by product or a common overall manager.  These group 
awards are shown in a different shape to make them easier to 
distinguish from team badges.

You may want to keep team based data private to the team.  
Group based achievements are more likely to be shown on a 
metrics dashboard.  Such awards may be shown as ‘ribbons’ - or 
a set of squares in one row to facilitate easy programming of 
displays.

Finally, personal badges based on roles can be useful.  Agile 
Coaches can devise their own criteria.  When granting such an 
award they will state the issuing authority (such as Agile 
Dimensions LLC,  or BEXC AB as examples).  Scores using the 
same 1-10 scale (and requirement to fulfill lower perquisites 

before higher ones) will be used.  These badges will be visually 
designed so they are easy to distinguish from team badges.

Individuals will often collect badges in different areas of skill as 
they round out their career.

Section 5

Summary of All Badges
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AgileBill Krebs has worked as a 
developer, performance engineer, 
and consultant at five IBM Labs for 
over 20 years. He’s used and taught 
Agile software development 
methods such as Scrum and Lean 
since 2001 to over 1,000 
professionals worldwide. He’s 

presented at agile conferences, IBM Research, and served as the 
co-chair for the IBM Academy of Technology conference on 
Agile.

But that was the old world.

Now Bill uses tools for Distributed teams – not just to save 
money, but to provide better learning experiences.

Bill’s education includes a degree in MIS / comp sci, 
certifications in the Scaled Agile Framework (SPC), PMI-ACP(R), 
Scrum (CSM, CSP), Innovation Games (R) (IGTF, IGQI), Myers 
Briggs (MBTI), Virtual Worlds, and Lean Six Sigma (Yellow Belt).  
Major coursework has included Gamification from the Wharton 

school of business, the Dale Carnegie Course, Teacher Camp, 
and Non Violent Communication, and Facilitation. 

He is a member of the Agile Leadership Network, Agile RTP, 
Founder of the Distributed Agile Congress, PMI, ASTD, ACM, 
 Scrum Alliance, and Agile Alliance, and Virtual Ability.   He blogs 
for PMI Voices.

After teaching through Davisbase and ASPE he now serves as a 
Distributed Agile Coach in the healthcare IT industry. 

Peggy Morgan

Fifteen years of extensive people 
and software development 
project leadership experience 
plus eighteen years of software 
design and development 
experience. Embracing new 
challenges and continuing to 
build on a proven track record of 

guiding software product teams through full life cycle projects. 
An effective communicator, team player, creative motivator and a 
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dedicated leader who leads by example and brings fresh ideas 
and a new perspective to every effort. Expert on managing large-
scale Agile development efforts and author of Agile Project 
Management for Mission Critical IT Projects (Lulu Press - 
lulu.com).

Rod Ashton

Rod Ashton as specialized in enterprise 
deployments for over 20 years.  In 
working with senior management he as 
taught and coached over 2,000 
developers, testers , business analysts, 
project managers, and corporate leaders.
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The learning continues.  It is good to connect with industry programs to show you 
are the best in your field, and to learn from others.

But this can be confusing.  Some roles have a ‘Body of Knowledge’ book.  But 
some of these were written before agile became mainstream.  There are many 
certification programs, and many many books.  When Agile was new it was a thrill 
to find an entire book devoted to Agile.  Now the number of books you can read is 
measured in feet, not pages. Here are some recommendations to get started.  If 
your company has an internal training program, take that first.

Section 1

KEY POINTS

1. Project Management Institute (PMI)

2. Agile Alliance

3. Scrum Alliance

4. ICAgile

5. Scaled Agile Academy

6. IIBA

7. QAI

Professional Organizations & Certifications
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Business 
Analyst Tester Dev Project 

Manager

Professional 
Associations

Agile 
Certifications

Body of 
Knowledge

IIBA QAI IEEE, ACM PMI

CBAP, CCBA, 
CSPO, ICP CSTE, ICP CSD, ICP

PMI-ACP, 
CSM, CSP, 

CAPM, PMP, 
ICP

BABOK Agile Testing, 
CBOK PMBOK



This section allows you to review and reinforce your knowledge.  The quiz will be 
completed in the next draft of this book.

Section 2

HOW TO TAKE THE TEST

1. This section is for users of the online 
version of this work.

2. Click on the desired answer

3. Check your answer

4. Scroll to the next question

Interactive Review
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Review 7.1 Knowing the Agile Journey Index

Check Answer

Question 1 of 4
Is the Agile Journey Index a scorecard?

A. Yes, it excels at comparing teams

B. No, its’ a roadmap for Improvement



3Cs

Card, Conversation, Confirmation - 3 parts of a User Story as described by Ron Jeffereies

Related Glossary Terms

Index

RGB, User Story

Find Term



ABCs of the Standup Meeting

Related Glossary Terms

Index

A Assist - people may offer to help others, or may egolessly ask for help

B Blockers - does the team call out any impediments during their 
standup meetings

C Cheer - Good teams tend to cheer their team mates when someone 
declares a task or story finished during the standup meeting.

D

Delta - Compare the actual hours left with the ideal projection.  Does 
the team take action when they begin to fall behind?  Or do they just 
go through the motions of creating a burn-down chart without looking 
at it.   What?  You don’t even have a burn-down chart?   Tsk tsk.

E takE it off-line.  Okay, so it doesn’t start with ‘E’.  But ‘Take’ has an ‘E’ 
in it.  One wise student suggest ‘Exit’ instead.  Take your pick!

F Focus and Finish a Few.  

Drag related terms here

Find Term



AJI

Agile Journey Index

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



INVEST

Bill Wake coined the acronym ‘INVEST’ to remind us how to write good stories.

Related Glossary Terms

Index

I Independent

N
Negotiable - is there still room to 
discuss the user story with a customer 
and change it?

V
Valuable - to the customer.  Not geeky 
(but necessary) internal stuff (those 
are tasks)

E Estimatable

S

Small - Bill suggests 13 person days 
or less, preferably many in the 1, 2, 3, 
or 5 day range.  13 is if you can double 
team something and get it done in 6.

T Testable

User Story

Find Term



Kaizen

A Japanese word meaning ‘change for the better’.  It is used in Lean to look for 
improvements to the process (which can be called a ‘Kaizen event’). 

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



Lean

This has two meanings.  First, it may related to the Lean Six Sigma techniques that use 
statistical techniques and 

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



PIPE

Partners, Insiders, Principals, End Users.  This is from Kessler and Sweitzer’s Outside-In 
Development book.

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



RGB

Role, Goal, Benefit - the 3 parts of the User Story’s CARD.  But remember, this is only 1/3 
of the user story.  It is a ticket to a conversation.  RGB in no way relates to colors (winks).

Related Glossary Terms

Index

3Cs, User Story

Find Term



Scrum

One of the most popular styles of Agile project management.  The term is not an 
abbreviation.  It is taken from the British sport of Rugby.

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Sprint

Find Term



Sprint

A period of time used by Scrum teams to work on the project.   It is almost always two 
weeks, but can vary between one and thee weeks.  Four weeks is a long time.  The sprint 
takes the hottest remaining stories, breaks them up into tasks (measured in hours),  At the 
end of the sprint the work should be done, Done, DONE!  No left over work - high quality.   
The product is demonstrated to stakeholders for feedback.  Then a retrospective is held to 
look for improvements in the process  that can be tried in the next sprint.

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



TDD

Test Driven Development

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



TETO

“Test Early, Test Often”

Related Glossary Terms

Index

Drag related terms here

Find Term



User Story

A concise expression of a requirement.  It has 3 parts - the ‘Card’ (in the form Role, Goal, 
Benefit), a conversation, and an acceptance test, er, uh, I mean Confirmation.

Related Glossary Terms

Index

3Cs, INVEST, RGB

Find Term


